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Grace Marshall is the author of Struggle:  
 
Drawing together over a  decade of experience coaching CEOs, directors, 
leaders and their teams, Grace has come to see that our approach to struggle is 
the biggest challenge and most beautiful problem for people-who-work-with-
people to face together.

As a speaker, Grace is the connoisseur of grounded wisdom and practical 
philosophy. Her talk on struggle offers audiences warmth, assurance and insights 
from a trusted advisor to hundreds of organisations and thousands of individuals.

Without glorifying struggle, we can face it with confidence. Grace will guide you 
through the landscape of struggle and out the other side. You’ll leave with a new 
way of seeing struggle that strengthens your relationships, resilience, enabling 
more innovation, learning and growth. Emboldening your next steps.
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The surprising truth, beauty and 

opportunity hidden in life's sh*ttier moments. 

Struggle

You'll   discover:
 Why we struggle with struggle: how our instincts can work against us (and why we  

 buy toilet roll in a pandemic)

 Lessons in innovation: how curveballs can become catalysts for change and why  
 the wrong turn is precisely where the magic happens

 When we get it wrong: how to build better relationships and connection in the   
 midst of mistakes and conflict

 Leading in uncertainty: what ‘success’ looks like when we’re navigating unfamiliar  
 territory

 Growing from adversity: what transformation really looks like, and why it’s your   
 resilience, not your immunity that gives you strength

Ideal for:

 organisations experiencing high change and uncertainty

 teams looking to build stronger relationships, agility and innovation

 anyone looking to survive, thrive and grow in difficult times - not just when   
 things are plain sailing.

“Best keynote speaker 
I have ever listened to!”
ACAS ANNUAL SEMINAR

“Brilliant session. Love 
the 3 S’s. Looking forward 
to using this with my team.”
STEVE CROSS, KP SNACKS

Get in touch to book Grace for your next event

email: grace@grace -marshall.com


